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VHO 200

Nilfisk-CFM S.p.A.

Via Porrettana 1991
41059 Zocca (Modena) Italy
Tel.  +39 059 9730000
Fax  +39 059 9730065

www.nilfisk-cfm.com
info@nilfisk-cfm.com

Chips basket with integrated floater to separate solid materials from liquids tilting head for an easy removal of the basket and the bin 

diverting valve for suCtion or disCharge visual liquid level

defleCtor with metal flap for Closing the suCtion during the disCharge phase aCCessories holder

Plus
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VHO 200

Voltage V 230

Frequency Hz 50/60

Protection Class IP 44

Insulation Class Class I

Rated power kW 2,4

Noise level at 1,5 m (db(A) ISO 3744) dB(A) 70

Max airflow (without hose) L/min 4500

Max airflow (with hose D50 - 3 m) L/min 3300

Max vacuum mBar 230

Container capacity with floater L 75

Container capacity with metal basket L 51,5

Metal basket capacity L 22

Inlet (Diameter) mm 50

Size (LxWxH) cm 58x88x123

Weight Kg 60

VHO 200, collecting liquids has never been so easy Liquid-vacuums for business

meChaniCal seCtor: ColleCtion oil and Chips meChaniCal seCtor: Coolants free of baCterias

How does it work? 

Metalworking
sector

Farm produce 
sector

Chemical 
sector

Food&Beverage 
sector

Pharmaceutical 
sector

Model VHO 200 has been designed for wet applica-

tions in production companies.

Coolants, food liquids and chemical solutions need great 

performances in term of speed, control and safety, VHO 200 

can grant all of that.

Time saving is the top benefit, all the collecting and dischar-

ging operations are very fast: collect liquids, the float stops 

the suction, activate the valve and discharge the recovered 

liquids. Finally, to discharge the solid swarfs, you only need 

to lift the motor-head up and extract the metal basket that 

contains waste. So, in few minutes it is possible collecting 

big quantities of liquids and solids together, separate the 

solid materials and then discharge liquids.

In particular, when coolants are collected they are filtered to 

be reintroduced into the machine tool. During the suction 

phase the coolant becomes full of oxygen that helps to kill 

the existing bacterias.

Additional nylon filters can be added to the swarf basket in 

order to hold also the smallest pieces of solid materials, the 

filtration efficiency is up to 300 micron.

Model VHO 200 is completely built in high quality and re-

sistant materials, moreover it can be equipped with a wide 

range of specific accessories kits that have been designed 

focusing on the specific needs of various sectors.

An all-in-one, easy to use liquid-vac

1. Collect any kind of liquid mixed with chips or any other 

kind of material;

2. Turn off the vacuum and reverse the valve;

3. Turn on the vacuum and reintroduce the liquid, filtered 

by any kind of solid or semi-solid material.

This procedure allows to save time and money in each 

application in which there are liquids.

Collect 75 litres of liquid and discharge them very fast 

by simply activating the valve to change the suction 

into a blowing flow.

Model VHO 200 is equipped with a chip basket that can 

separate solid materials from liquids. That solution, together 

with the removable container, allows a fast and easy disposal 

of the collected material. As an alternative, liquids can be 

discharged through a gun, simply activating the diverting 

valve that changes the suction flux into a blowing one.

On the container there is a transparent pipe allowing to 

see the level of the liquids inside the container. When the 

maximum capacity has been reached, the suction is stopped.

Other specific filters to separate solid materials or slush from 

liquids are available. 

The tilting head makes easy the access to the basket and to 

the container.

Model VHO 200 is easy to use, simple to move, small in 

size but really powerful: the right industrial vacuum for your 

company.

food seCtor: reCovery of water and sugar


